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Abstract: Nowadays, companies involved in the development of modern software face several 
difficulties. One of the most important ones is the continuous evolution of software platforms (C++, 
Java, .Net, CORBA, EJB, WebServices, XML, etc.). One interesting solution to this problem is the 
ModelDriven Architecture (MDA) approach from the OMG. It suggests that domainspecific 
knowledges should be encapsulated in platformindependent business models, apart from the 
applications. Beyond this answer is the failure of classical development techniques that rely on 
objectoriented design and programming. According to these remarks, we propose another way to 
develop software: ModelOriented Programming (MOP). It is based on the DomainDriven 
Development (DDD) track and introduces a macrolevel on top of the classical programming 
entities. It intends to be used for the handling, reuse and evolution of the business knowhow and its 
associated applications. This paper i) presents the concepts of the new paradigm MOP which relies 
on MDA, aspectoriented and generative programming; ii) makes a comparison between MOP 
approach and component-based software engineering; iii) addresses implementation issues of a 
prototype (SMARTMODELS) which benefits from earlier experiences. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The objectoriented approach does not provide all the solutions even if it represents 
a valuable basis for the description of further approaches. This remark can also be applied 
to component-based software engineering paradigm. In particular, they do not provide a 
correct answer to the continuous evolut ion of the technologies: keeping applications 
uptodate according to the evolution of technologies is too much timeconsuming. We 
believe that to provide an approach centered on models which capture the knowhow, 
independently from both the software platform and the possible applications is promising. 

In this paper, we propose the framework of ModelOriented Programming with a set 
of essential entities. We consider them as a first attempt for the definition of the main 
principles of this approach. A second contribution is the proposal of SMARTMODELS which 
is one interpretation of this principles. Finally, we want to draw a parallel between our 
approach and component technology. 
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2 THE MODEL-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING APPROACH 
 
MOP moves the accent from objects and components to more dynamic and evol-

ving perspective: models. MOP is an original approach for software engineering because:  
- it aims to provide a framework for describing models in which to encapsulate the 

specific knowledge of a domain according to multi-system scope development 
defined in domain engineering  [3]; 

- it ensures a clear separation between the model and the technologies which makes 
the model executable by a software platform; 

- it incorporates software factories (SMARTFACTORY) which automate as much as 
possible the code generation and also provides easy and clear entry points in the 
code for the user to change or update the code; 

- it integrates new ideas from AOP [7], SOP [5], IP [12], web servicies [14] and 
component-based engineering [13] to build flexible, readable and easy maintanable 
software; 

- relies on W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) [14] and OMG (Object Management 
Group) [9] standards like XML and DTD for serialization of the models, OCL [10] 
for assertions, MOF [8] and AST [1] for the meta-model [2] description; 

- capture the semantics of a model and proposes a way to handle their treatment. 
In order to provide the facilities presented above MOP deals with a set of entities. 

Many of them are familiar concepts from object-oriented programming and in the next 
sections we will present them together with their first validation. We will also use the 
context or the interpretation of our approach called SMARTMODELS. 

 
2.1 MOP’s entities interpreted by SMARTMODELS 

 
As a preamble, we can say that the metamodel which allows the description of 

business models addresses i) the reification of basic entities, ii) the reification of generic 
entities and their generic parameters, iii) the semantics of the business model which 
corresponds mainly to the possible values that may be assigned to the generic parameters. 

In Figure 1 we propose an overview of the architecture of the metamodel. The 
semantics of the business model is addressed through the specification of hypergeneric 
parameters [6], characteristics and actions. All of them participate to the definition of the 
semantics of businessmodel entities1 (whether they are generic or not); but they do not 
address the description of their instances. Because applications are outside of the business-
model, the methods tha t handle instances of atoms are accessors2 only3. 

We propose to create a metalevel (concepts) in order to encapsulate the semantics. 
A concept is associated with one or several atoms4. This clear separation between the 
semantics of the business-model and the reification of its entities is very important because 
it favours i) the maintenance of the semantics (redefining the semantics should only deal 
with concepts), ii) the reuse of the semantics in other (closelyrelated) business-models, and 
iii) the transformation of model which is one of the keypoints of modeloriented 

                                                 
1 We call them atoms – see next paragraphs. 
2 They are automatically generated taking into account the type (e.g. if it is a collection or not). 
3 This is the main difference against actions which address entities, but not their instances. 
4 It is an approach which is quite similar to the classes and metaclasses of the Smalltalk language. 
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programming. The main facilities provided by MOF to describe metainformation are just 
class variables and class methods; from our point of view it is not sufficient. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The description of the businessmodel entities relies on wellknown concepts that 
may be found in most programming languages. We present them briefly in the context of 
SMARTMODELS and with regard to MOF [8]. In our metamodel, an atom is the structure 
which supports the description of an entity. The support of generic entities (generic atoms) 
is also an important issue for business-models. Let us take an example of one business 
model which is dedicated to record both the structures and semantics of Java programs. 
Possible applications with respect to this model may implement functionalities of 
programming environments (metrics, various wizards or editors, etc.). Possible atoms of 
this model can be an attribute, a method, some method parameters, some modifiers, etc. 
But the most interesting ones deals with the different kinds of relationships (aggrega-
tionlike or inheritancelike). Most semantics may be encapsulated within classifiers and 
relationships and other atoms mentioned above may have minimal semantics mostly 
represented by their reification. This is possible because they are driven by the semantics 
associated with classifiers and relationships. In fact, there are several kinds of classifiers 
(e.g. class, inner class, interface, etc.) and relationships (e.g. extends between interface, 
extends between classes, implements between one interface and one class) in this business-
model [2]. Then it is meaningful to be able to record their definitions as generic atoms5. 

The term “genericity” of the “generic atoms” comes from a set of hyper-generic 
parameters and a set of characteristics which records the differences and the commonalities 

                                                 
5 One generic entity for modifiers, one for inheritancelike relationships and one for aggregationlike relationships. 
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between all the derived entities6 (e.g. all the Java classifiers). The definition of an hyper-
generic parameter is mainly based on a basic type (it may be an integer, a boolean, an 
enumeration, a tuple or a collection) and on some additional information. The definition of 
a characteristic relies on an atom or a collection of atoms (e.g. one kind of classifier records 
the possible kinds of inheritancelike relationships that it may declare). Intuitively, generic 
atoms are quite similar to the concept of generic class in the Eiffel language. Derived atoms 
are obtained through the relevant combination of values associated with the sets of 
characteristics and parameters which participate to the definition of the generic atom. 

From the previous paragraphs results that a significant part of the semantics of a 
business-model is encapsulated in a few generic atoms. A part of the semantics is captured 
by parameters, characteristics and invariants7. It is a first step but it is still not sufficient to 
handle the full semantics of atoms. For example, the value of parameters used for the 
instantiation of generic atoms will affect the behaviour of its derived atoms. It is necessary 
to be able to specify this behaviour. Each atom, even if it is generic or not, has a metalevel 
(its concept) where it is possible to define actions. 

Actions are methods defined as firstclass entities. When an atom is derived from a 
generic one its execution is driven by the value of the parameters. An action has a signature 
and assertions 8 defined with respect to the reification of entities and hyper-generic 
parameters (in case of a generic atom). It may also accept the execution of orthogonal con-
cerns (aspects [7]). An action must be completely independent from the application related 
to the business model. A typical scenario is that the behaviour of a given application relies 
on the semantic model: this means to call those actions or query hyper-generic parameters. 

SMARTMODELS organizes applications by facets (like in SOP [5]). A facet 
represents one concern of the application with respect to the business-model. The 
description of a facet relies on the design pattern Visitor [11]. Depending on the 
requirements of applications, the behaviour related to the visit of one atom may be spread 
out differently. In a first approximation, one atom of the business model is associated with 
only one visitentity. A facet specifies i) the business-model that it addresses, ii) how the 
business-model is visited, iii) the entities that are relevant according to the objectives, and 
possibly iv) some additional technologies. 

 
 

3 MOP VERSUS COMPONENTS 
 
MOP and SMARTMODELS offers practical solutions to a couple of very important 

problems found in object-oriented and component-oriented programming. In the next 
sections we want to draw a parallel between our approach and component technology. We 
will continue to addresses implementation issues of our prototype – SMARTMODELS, which 
benefits from earlier experiences (SMARTTOOLS) [1]. 

In the last decade most of the articles and trivia published on this matters seem to 
point to components [13] as the solution to a new maturity level of the software 
engineering. Building new applications by combining bought and made components 
improves quality and supports rapid development because of the enabling of reuse of 
                                                 
6 This is the term which is quite often used in the state of the art, to refer instances of generic entities. 
7 Like in MOF or UML, it is possible also to define atom invariants. 
8 In our metamodel assertions (invariants, preconditions, postconditions) are described with OCL [10]. 
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software. Component-based software engineering approaches plead for building reusable 
components that can be plugged together to create new systems. 

First of all, finding the equilibrium it is again a hard thing: It is a decision between 
generality and specialization. General components can be used in many applications, but 
may be much more than needed. Specific components, on the other hand, are appropriate 
for a given situation, but then there may be many specific components that the client have 
to search through to find the one that exactly meets his needs. Some of them may need to 
be adapted to the particular situation and this can be another problem. 

In this context MOP offers the possibility to organize all the entities defined for a 
business-model in a hierarchy. In this way a model can have in the same time components 
more general and more specific having the possibility to use or not the advantadges of 
inheritance for meta- information. At any time a component can be specialized to be adapted 
for a certain situation using the inheritance. Also, a more specific component can use or not 
the same semantics as its parents, or it can have different values for its meta- information. 

Other problems in software engineering are linked with the systematic inter-play of 
components. It would be naïve to assume that we can simply select components from a well 
organized repertoire and after a click we have the final application. In reality many ques-
tions arise on how can the abstract interaction of components be described, how can variety 
and flexibility be covered in the design of a component, how can critical system properties 
be guaranteed when there are many vendors or how can performance be guaranteed.  

MOP handles variabilities and commonalities through meta- information (see 
sections 1.2). The behavior of an atom is influenced by the values of its parameters and 
characteristics and both, the actions defined in its meta- level (concepts) and the set of 
assertions attached to each atom, will check the conformity and support aspects [7]. All the 
components provided by different vendors will have to conform to the meta-information 
from the business-model. 

All current software component camps are not on a domain-specific standards. 
Components-based reuse has proved useful in some application domains. For example, 
libraries of mathematical functions are commonly used. However, in other domains, 
component-based approach poses problems that obstruct effective reuse. Notably, methods 
for searching, analyzing and customizing components and integration of components into a 
working system are not well defined, explained and understood. Our approach on MOP 
follows the Domain-Driven Development [4] principles and therefore offers a framework 
for development domain specific applications. Our concern is to define an approach which 
makes possible to specify any model applied to any domain: object-oriented languages, 
nuclear factory which produce electricity, etc.. 

Proliferation of new component technologies is another issue. To obtain a 
component-based application a developer must choose between at least three component 
technologies: CCM (CORBA Component Model), EJB (Enterprise Java Bean) or Web 
Services. In our approach technologies are defined independently from SMARTMODELS. 
They contain functionalities which allow to define more easily the application. For 
example, the DOM API is welcomed to manipulate XML representation of the business 
models. Other information may be added in order to generate visitentities which fit exactly 
to the expectations of the programmer. Indeed the source code generation is essential to our 
approach because it allows him to focus only on the visitentities that are addressed by the 
facets and to be assisted for the description of their behaviour. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 
 
All the trends in software engineering today target the idea of developing software 

more efficient through reuse. We proposed a different and original way of dealing with this 
paradigm:“Model-Oriented Programming”. MOP encapsulates the know-how of a busi-
ness-domain in an abstract model and after that quickly and cheap build the applications. 

Our perspectives are twofold. Firstly we want to experiment our approach for the 
description of various business models and their applications; currently we start to 
investigate the business model of a the French electricity company, EDF. The objective is 
to get feedbacks in order to improve the expressiveness of SMARTMODELS as well as a 
better automation (in SMARTFACTORY) of i) the generation of the behavior, and ii) the 
semantics transformation of both business models and applications when they evolve 
toward another model or application. 

Secondly, we want to improve the expressiveness of the business models for the 
description of facets, aspects, applications and components, and then to implement them 
with SMARTMODELS. Through the definition of those business models which are dedicated 
to enrich SMARTMODELS  itself, we aim to improve the quality and the percentage of code 
automatically generated.  
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